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Forces on three-level atoms including
coherent population trapping
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We present a calculation of the force on a stationary three-level atom excited by a nearly resonant Raman light
field, which may be composed of an arbitrary combination of standing- and traveling-wave fields. The effects
of the ground-state coherences are explicitly included and are shown to play a crucial role in the nature of the
force on the atom. We show that the force contains terms that vary on length scales both shorter and longer
than the optical wavelength and that the magnitude of these terms can be made arbitrarily large.

Recently there has been considerable interest in the
force due to the interaction between three-level
atoms and nearly resonant optical fields.1 4 It has
been suggested that three-level forces may explain
some of the differences between observations on
real trapped atoms and predictions for two-level
atoms",5 (TLA) or incoherent processes in multilevel
atoms. The three-level A system is of particular in-
terest because of the effects of coherent population
trapping. Recently, velocity-selective coherent
population trapping has been used to cool atoms
below the single-photon recoil limit.6 In this Letter
we calculate the net average force F on a stationary
atom in a A configuration excited by two fields El
and E2 each in an arbitrary combination of standing
and traveling waves. We calculate F by solving the
optical Bloch equations (OBE's) in the steady-state
limit. For pure traveling waves, F is spatially in-
variant, and the direction of the spontaneous force
Fsp depends only on the wave vectors of El and E2.
For pure standing waves, the solutions predict that
the stimulated force can have spatial components
that vary on scales both shorter and longer than the
optical wavelength (Aopt).7 For experimentally at-
tainable parameters, the size of these force terms
can be substantially larger than the maximum Fp
on a TLA. We interpret our results in a dressed
atom picture and show that many important aspects
of F can be attributed to the effects of the ground-
state coherences.

We consider the A system shown in Fig. 1 (left),
which interacts with two fields El = [Ell x

exp[i(colt + 41)] and E2 = IE2lexp[i(&)2t + 02)] that
have frequencies co and &s2, where the A system is
closed and F = 2y)ea = 

2Veb. We confine ourselves to
the case where E1 (E2 ) interacts only with the
la) - le) (lb) - le)) transition. We derive F using the
Lorentz expression Fj = P * VjE, where j = x, y, z.
P = P(E1,E2 ) = tr(3pb) is the polarization induced
in the atom, where $ and /L are the density-matrix
and vector dipole operators, respectively. Thus we
solve for F by solving the OBE's8 for the off-diagonal
elements of p in the steady-state limit by using the
rotating-wave approximation. However, the physi-
cal significance of F may be more easily interpreted
in terms of states I-), I+), and le) derived from la), lb),
and le) by a unitary transformation R, where

cos(0) - sin(O) 0
R = sin(0) cos(0) 0 -

[ o 0 1i
(1)

Here 0 is a measure of the relative strengths of El
and E2, given by g, = I(-ea * El)/hl = g,(x) =
g sin 0, and g2 = I( e1 * E2)/hl = g2(x) = g cos 0 are
the Rabi frequencies, with g = (g, 2 + g2

2)1/2.
The I+) and I-) states are the eigenstates of the

atom field system in the absence of spontaneous
emission and are sometimes referred to as the
dressed states.9 The OBE's can then be derived by
applying R to all the matrices that describe the time
evolution of the la), lb), Ie) system. In the dressed-
state basis. the Hamiltonian for the OBE's,5 HTD, is
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Fig. 1. Left: three-level A system in Raman excitation
field. Right: coupling between the states of the A sys-
tem in the dressed-state basis [see Eq. (2)].

h Acos(20) Asin(20) 0

HTD = 2 Asin(20) -Acos(20) -g (2)

0 -g -28]

where C0) (cob) is the resonant frequency of the
la) l je) (lb) - le)) transition. A = (co, - oa) -

((0 2 - cob) is the differential detuning, and 8 =
1/2[(o, - Woa) + (co2 - cob)] is the common detuning
(see Fig. 1). The dressed-state source and decay ma-
trices8 can be obtained by a similar transformation.

Since the only important components of F are
Pea(E1,E 2 ) * VE, and Peb(E1,E2 ) * VE2 , F can be ex-
pressed in terms of the field gradients aj = (l/gj)
(8g4/8x), Pj = (8j4/8x)

F = [C.um(al + a 2 ) + Cdif(al - a2) + C8p(/3 + /2)],

(3)

where Csum= -4A28C0, Cdif= -_A(g2 - 2A2)C., and
C8p = 2A2rC0 . Here CO = 4hgl 2g2

2 /D and D = g6 +
88A[(g 2

4 - g,4 ) + 2A2 (g, 2 _ g2
2)] + 4A2 [g2 (482 +

r 2 + A2 ) - (g14 - 4gl2 g2
2 + g2

4 )]. 0 The a's are
normalized gradients of the field amplitudes. The
a terms are associated with stimulated processes11

and are not proportional to F. CQum and Cdif are
derived from the different contributions of p to P.
Cdmf is derived from P-e, which is a weighted average
of the components of PFe that are 180° out of phase
with Pbe. This term is associated with P -e and thus
is related to the correlation between the populations
in I-) and le). In contrast, Csum, which is associated
only with P+e, is derived from P+e. P+e is a weighted
average of the components of Pa, that are in phase
with Pbe,,l 2 and it is related to the correlation be-
tween the populations in 1+) and 1e). The J+) popu-
lation also contributes a force term proportional to
(/81 + /32), which can be associated with sponta-
neous processes." There is no P,3 - /32 term.

We can gain some physical insight into F by con-
sidering Csum, Cdif, and C8p, which are determined by
the correlations between the steady-state population
distributions among the dressed states. We can es-
timate these correlation by considering the coupling
(i.e., the population transfer rate) between the 1+),
-), and le) states.

Consider first the coupling between 1+) and the
other states. The Rabi flopping rate between the
1+) and le) states is given by g, and E/2 is the rate at
which spontaneous emissions returns atoms from le)
to l+) (see Fig. 1, right). This is analogous to the
coupling between the TLA states. The force on a

TLA is FTLA- Pee[JF1 - 2(co - co)a 0 ], where o,, is
the TLA resonant frequency. Similarly, the contri-
bution to F associated with l+) can be written as
Fsum = hPee[F(1G1 + /2) - 28(al + a2)]. Thus, just
as there is no semiclassical stimulated force on a
TLA when co - co0 = 0, in the A system, Csum = 0 if
8 = 0. Note that the Csum force component will be
zero if E, and E2 have opposite gradients.

In contrast, the contribution to F associated with
1-) does not have a simple TLA analogy. It is not
directly proportional to the excited-state population
Pee, and it will be zero if the two fields have the same
gradient. Consider the I-) and 1+) to le) couplings.
Unlike 1+), which is directly coupled to Ie), I-) is
never coupled directly to le). Since Yea = Yeb, if
A = 0, the only coupling is a source term that trans-
fers population from Pee to p. -at a rate F/2. Thus,
independent of any other parameter, if A = 0, an
atom will be optically pumped into I-) and will re-
main there forever. This is why I-) is often re-
ferred to as the trapped or dark-resonance state.13

In the steady state, then, there is no population in
le); therefore the off-diagonal matrix elements are
all zero (i.e., P-e = 0 = P+e). Thus F = 0 indepen-
dent of the field gradients (i.e., a and /3) and of 8, g,,
and g 2 -

If A • 0, then there is a coupling between I-)
and I+), given by an effective Rabi flopping rate
A sin(20). The I-) state is no longer a trapped
state, since atoms in I-) can precess into 1+), which
is in turn coupled to le) by g. Thus Pee • 0 and
there can be a force associated with the population
in the I-) state. In fact, F can be dominated by the
Cdif term. For example, this occurs if a = 0.

If both fields are traveling waves, then aj = 0 and
F = C5 p(/1 + /32), a purely spontaneous force. If
the fields are counterpropagating, F = h(k, -
k2)g12g2

2A2F/D. Surprisingly, the direction of F is
determined entirely by (k1 - k 2 ). The atom is not
necessarily pushed in the direction of propagation of
the stronger field or the field nearer resonance. If
lkil = lk 21, then F = 0 is independent of A, 8, gi, and
g 2 . This result can be understood by noting that
when one of the transitions (say la) -> le)) is much
more strongly driven than the other (IEil >> 1E21),

almost all of the population accumulates in the
ground state of the weakly driven transition, lb).
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Fig. 2. Stimulated force for 8 = 0, A = g,,/2 = 4F, and
X = 7r/4 . F, = hr/A09 t. The dashed line is the spatially
averaged force. Note that the force is completely rectified
(unipolar). For other choices of parameters, the force is
not completely rectified, and there are potential minima
associated with the sharp features.
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Hence the Pea -- 0 such that PeaVEi = -PebVE2 and
F = 0. If g is increased while A is held fixed, then
Cs- 0 since all the population will accumulate in
I-). This is in striking contrast to Fp for a TLA,
which approaches hkF/2.

Now consider the case where El and E 2 are stand-
ing waves (/3, = 0 = /32) with equal maximum
Rabi frequencies go. If Iki - k2I << [kl + k 2I, then
let k = ki and k2x = (k2 - ki)x + kix x X +
kx. Thus g, = go cos(kx) and g2 = go cos(kx + X).
Then

F = D{x, X}[cos(X) + cos(2kx + X)](Fdif + Fsum),

(4)
where Fsum = 4A28 sin(2kx + X), Fdif = -A sin(X)
(g2 - 2A2), and X is assumed constant over several
Aopt. Note that F can have a substantial nonzero
average over Aopt. The contribution to F from the
out-of-phase component of P, Fdif, is associated with
H-) and has terms that do not change sign over Aopt.
For A2

= go2 sin 2 (X)/2 this component is completely
rectified. If 8 = 0, F is completely rectified (i.e., IFl
is positive definite'"; see Fig. 2). The term associ-
ated with the real, in-phase components of P, Fsum, is
not completely rectified but can still have a nonzero
spatial average over Aopt. Thus both Fdif and Fsum
have unbounded stimulated components that vary in
space with a period 2/1kl - k21.

It is possible to integrate Eq. (3) to form an ex-
pression for a pseudopotential that appears to be-
come infinitely deep as 1kl - k21 -> 0. However,
since F is approximately constant over a long dis-
tance, an atom will simply accelerate to a velocity
for which these equations are no longer valid. In
order to predict the motion of an atom accurately,
the effects of nonconservative forces"5 -7 as well as
force fluctuations due to the interaction with the
vacuum field""8 must be included.

Another remarkable feature of Eq. (3) is that F
can have components that vary on a scale much
shorter than Aopt, even in the absence of saturation.
The spacing between the features can be controlled
by varying X. Although Eq. (3) does not predict any
limit for the narrowness of the features in F, the mo-
tion of an atom may not necessarily be accurately
predicted. Eventually, motion due to F will produce
a velocity that is not consistent either with the zero-
velocity approximation or the assumption that the
internal state of the atom is in equilibrium at a par-
ticular point. We also note that for sufficiently low
velocities the atom will have a large de Broglie wave-
length, and a fully quantum-mechanical treatment
of atomic coordinates will be needed. Still, the pos-
sibility of such narrow resonances in the force may
merit further investigation.

In sum, we have shown that for a stationary atom'9
a steady-state solution to the OBE's predicts that
there can indeed be a finite force associated with
the population in the antisymmetric (I-)) ground
state and that, moreover, this force component can
dominate the total force on the atom.
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